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ConnectivityThis paper tests the hypothesis that patients with schizophrenia have a deﬁcit in selectively attending to
predictable events. We used dynamic causal modeling (DCM) of electrophysiological responses – to predictable
and unpredictable visual targets – to quantify the effective connectivity within and between cortical sources in
the visual hierarchy in 25 schizophrenia patients and 25 age-matched controls. We found evidence for marked
differences between normal subjects and schizophrenia patients in the strength of extrinsic backward con-
nections from higher hierarchical levels to lower levels within the visual system. In addition, we show that
not only do schizophrenia subjects have abnormal connectivity but also that they fail to adjust or optimize
this connectivity when events can be predicted. Thus, the differential intrinsic recurrent connectivity
observed during processing of predictable versus unpredictable targets was markedly attenuated in schizo-
phrenia patients compared with controls, suggesting a failure to modulate the sensitivity of neurons
responsible for passing sensory information of prediction errors up the visual cortical hierarchy. The ﬁnd-
ings support the proposed role of abnormal connectivity in the neuropathology and pathophysiology of
schizophrenia.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).1. Introduction
In a previous study we found consistent and large deﬁcits in differ-
ential responses to predicted and unpredicted targets, using event relat-
ed responses – as measured with EEG – in schizophrenia patients. In
healthy adults predicted targets produced faster reaction times and
shorter event-related potential (ERP) P3b latencies compared with tar-
gets after non-predictive sequences. Crucially, this context-dependent
facilitation was attenuated in patients with schizophrenia (Fogelson
et al., 2011).
In the current study, we revisit these differences in terms of the un-
derlying functional and computational anatomy.We used the same data
to estimate the effective connectivity or directed coupling within and
among cortical sources— and differences in this coupling when stimuliroscience Center, Sheba Medical
5304753; fax:+972 35304752.
ntre for Neuroimaging, Institute
UK. Fax: +44 207 813 1445.
k.friston@ucl.ac.uk (K. Friston).
. This is an open access article underare predictable. Connectivity was evaluated using dynamic causal
modeling (DCM), where non-linear dynamic neuronal interactions be-
tween different regions are estimated (Friston et al., 2003). The
particular hypothesis addressed by the current DCM study was that
the excitability of superﬁcial pyramidal cells differs between normal
and schizophrenia subjects (i.e., excitability shows a main effect of
group) and that predictability effects on this excitability would be
attenuated in schizophrenia (i.e., excitability shows a group by condi-
tion interaction). Hierarchical Bayesian inference or predictive coding
was used to test this hypothesis. In predictive coding top-down predic-
tions (conditional expectations) are generated and compared with
bottom-up sensory inputs to produce prediction errors. Prediction er-
rors that are weighted in proportion to their expected precision are
used to update higher level expectations, which in turn reduce lower-
level prediction errors (Friston, 2008; Bastos et al., 2012). Thus, optimi-
zation of high-level predictions ensures an accurate prediction of
sensory input.
Hierarchical Bayesian inference and predictive coding have been
linked to schizophrenia and psychosis, so that precision corresponds
to the conﬁdence or certainty associatedwith a belief, and inappropriate
beliefs about precision can lead to false inference (Adams et al., 2013).the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).
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terms of a failure to represent precision regarding beliefs about
the world (Adams et al., 2012, 2013), which corresponds to current
thinking about the neuropathology of schizophrenia implicating the
neuromodulation of postsynaptic excitability or cortical gain control;
particularly in the supragranular cortical lamina (Harrison et al.,
2011). This reﬂects the fact thatmany of the neurotransmitter receptors
implicated in schizophrenia are expressed most densely in superﬁcial
layers (for example, dopamine— D1-R and NMDA-R) and are involved
in the modulation of postsynaptic excitability or gain (Cohen and
Servan-Schreiber, 1992; Friston and Frith, 1995; Friston, 1998; Wang,
2002; Coyle and Tsai, 2004; Stephan et al., 2006).
This is important from the point of view of predictive coding
models of inference in the brain, because superﬁcial pyramidal cells
are thought to encode prediction error (Friston, 2008; Bastos et al.,
2012). Superﬁcial pyramidal cells convey prediction errors via ex-
trinsic forward ascending connections (targeting spiny stellate
cells), while deep pyramidal cells are thought to convey predictions,
via extrinsic backward descending connections that target superﬁ-
cial pyramidal cells (Mumford, 1992; Friston, 2008; Bastos et al.,
2012). In addition to the reciprocal exchange of signals through for-
ward and backward extrinsic connectivity, the relative inﬂuence of
prediction errors on higher-level expectations is itself optimized
in terms of their relative weight and gain. This is thought to be
implemented by intrinsic connectivity that controls the gain of neu-
ronal populations broadcasting prediction errors (Friston, 2008;
Bastos et al., 2012). The resulting excitability of superﬁcial pyramidal
cells corresponds (mathematically) to the precision of – or conﬁ-
dence in – the information conveyed by ascending prediction errors,
that are weighted in proportion to their expected precision (Friston,
2008; Bastos et al., 2012). Precision is thought to be encoded by the
post-synaptic gain of neurons that report prediction errors and has
been used to explain both the psychophysical and electrophysiolog-
ical correlates of attention, so that sensory processing channels that
convey precise information are selectively enabled by an increase
in their precision (Friston, 2008; Feldman and Friston, 2010; Bastos
et al., 2012). Cortical bias or gain control is mediated by intrinsic
inhibitory connections within cortical sources, which rescale predic-
tion errors, in proportion to their precision, so that as precision in-
creases intrinsic recurrent inhibition decreases (Abbott et al., 1997;
Friston, 2008). Heuristically, precision can be thought of as a ‘volume
control’ that is applied to prediction errors that are broadcast to
revise predictions elsewhere in the hierarchy. In summary, optimiza-
tion of high-level predictions reduces prediction error at lower levels,
ensuring an accurate prediction of sensory input.
Currently, predictive coding schemes do not differentiate between
the encoding associated with single cells and neuronal populations. In
other words, predictions and prediction errors may be encoded by the
ﬁring rate averaged over populations of (superﬁcial or deep pyramidal)
cells. In our modeling, we assume that ﬂuctuations in ﬁring rates
correspond to the ensemble averages implicit in neural mass models
of cortical activity.
In neurobiological formulations of predictive coding (Mumford,
1992; Friston, 2005; Friston et al., 2005; Bastos et al., 2012), superﬁ-
cial pyramidal cells are thought to report precision-weighted
prediction error: ξ=Π(μi− g(μi + 1)), where μi corresponds to rep-
resentations (posterior expectations) of states of the world at level i
in a cortical hierarchy and g(μi + 1) corresponds to the top-down pre-
dictions of these expectations — based upon expectations in the level
above. The precision of the ensuing prediction error – or mismatch –
is modulated by the precisionΠ to weight the prediction errors in pro-
portion to their expected salience. These prediction errors are then
passed forward, to higher levels in the hierarchy, to adjust higher-
level representations.
The encoding of precision – at any level of the cortical hierarchy –
can be associated with the strength of inhibitory recurrent connectionsby noting that the expression for prediction errors is the solution to the
following equation describing neuronal dynamics.
ξ ¼ μ i−g μ iþ1
  
−Π−1ξ
ξ˙¼ 0⇒ξ ¼ Π μ i−g μ iþ1
  
In this equation,Π−1 corresponds to the strength of recurrent inhib-
itory connections. This means that as precision increases, the strength
of recurrent inhibitory connections decreases. We therefore use the
strength of intrinsic inhibitory self-connections as a proxy for precision
and how it changes with predictability.
In what follows, we focus on extrinsic (backward) connectivity –
that conveys top-down predictions – and intrinsic (inhibitory recur-
rent) connectivity — that sets the effective gain and encodes precision.
We hypothesized that there would be differences in both extrinsic and
intrinsic connectivity in schizophrenia compared with age-matched
controls (Dima et al., 2010; Adams et al., 2013; Fogelson et al., 2013).
Furthermore, based on previous behavioral and ERP results (Fogelson
et al., 2011), we predicted that there would be a signiﬁcant effect of
predictability in normal subjects that will be attenuated in schizophre-
nia. In other words, we conjectured that the underlying deﬁcit in
schizophrenia would be expressed as a failure to recognize sequential
structure in successive stimuli and a consequent failure to attend to
predictable sensory attributes. In predictive coding, this would corre-
spond to a failure to increase the precision of precise sensory channels,
which translates neurophysiology into a failure to modulate recurrent
inhibitory connectivity. Heuristically, this means that schizophrenia
patients ﬁnd everything equally unpredictable, because they cannot
selectively attend to predictable events through a failure of neuro-
modulatory gain control.2. Materials and methods
2.1. Subjects
We used data from a subgroup of subjects reported in a previous
study (Fogelson et al., 2011) consisting of 25 schizophrenia patients
(mean age ± standard error of the mean = 33.1 ± 2.1 years, 3
females and 22 males) and 25 age-matched controls (mean age ±
standard error of the mean = 33.7 ± 2.2 years, 3 females and 22
males). All the patients were hospitalized due to a recent psychotic
episode. Patients were diagnosed with schizophrenia according to
the Structured Clinical Interview for DMS-IV-TR and were rated for
symptom severity using the Positive (SAPS) and Negative (SANS)
Syndrome Scale (Andreasen and Olsen, 1982). Diagnostic categories
of the patients included schizophrenia (mixture of disorganized
and paranoid type, n = 14), paranoid type (n = 8), disorganized
type (n = 2), and schizoaffective disorder (n = 1). Subjects with
past history of neurologic disorders, drug or alcohol abuse were
excluded. Patients received a daily mean dose chlorpromazine
equivalent of 713 ± 109 mg (Table 1). No patient was sedated, or
complained of sedation due to benzodiazepines at the day of the
experiment. Mean illness duration was 10.6 ± 1.8 years. Mean
SAPS and SANS scores were 69.8 ± 5.4 and 35.6 ± 6, respectively.
All patients had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. On
the day of the experiment, the patients took their regular medica-
tions. Patients were matched by controls for age, sex and education.
Age-matched controls had normal or corrected-to-normal visual
acuity and had no history of psychiatric or neurological problems.
The experimental procedures were approved by the local ethics
committees. Written informed consent was obtained from all sub-
jects participating in the study following a complete explanation of
the study and procedures.
Table 1
Clinical details.
Patient Disease duration (years) SCID Diagnosis Schizophrenia Age (years) medication (daily dose, mg) Antipsychotics
(chlorpromazine equivalent)
1 1 Schizophreniaa 33 Clopenthixole 500 833
2 25 Paranoid 55 Haloperidole 200 333
3 6 Paranoid 23 Amisulpiride 400 400
4 25 Schizophreniaa 44 Clopenthixole 500 833
5 17 Schizophreniaa 23 Olanzepine 10 200
6 5 Schizophreniaa 38 Clopenthixole 30 1500
7 4 Schizophreniaa 35 Perphenazine 8 100
8 11 Schizophreniaa 28 Haloperidole 300 500
9 5 Schizophreniaa 33 Clopenthixole 500 833
10 15 Paranoid 50 Triﬂupromazine 100 2000
11 7 Schizophreniaa 28 Clopenthixole 30 1500
12 11 Schizoaffective 36 Clopenthixole 40 2000
13 6 Paranoid 29 Haloperidole 200 333
14 4 Schizophreniaa 26 Haloperidole 20 1000
15 2 Paranoid 19 Risperidone 4 200
16 4 Paranoid 23 Haloperidole 200 333
17 25 Paranoid 46 Clopenthixole 400 667
18 17 Paranoid 41 Haloperidole 20 1000
19 7 Disorganized 27 Olanzepine 20 400
20 7 Schizophreniaa 30 Haloperidole 20 1000
21 3 Schizophreniaa 27 Olanzepine 20 400
22 0.5 Schizophrenia 18 Olanzepine 20 400
23 30 Schizophreniaa 50 Risperidone 4 200
24 3 Disorganized 20 Risperidone 4 200
25 25 Schizophreniaa 46 Clopenthixole 400 667
a Patients diagnosed “schizophrenia” had mixtures of disorganized and paranoid DSM IV manifestations.
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Experimental procedures are described in Fogelson et al. (2011).
Subjects sat 110 cm in-front of a 21-inch PC-computer screen. Stimuli
were presented to either the left or right visual ﬁeld 6° from a central
ﬁxation point. The subjects were asked to centrally ﬁxate throughout
the recording. Stimuli consisted of 15% targets (downward facing trian-
gle) and 85% of equal amounts of three types of standards (triangles fac-
ing left, upwards and right, at 90 degree increments). In each block a
total of 78 stimuli (12 targets, 22 of each standard type) were presented
each for 150 ms with an inter-stimulus interval (ISI) of 1 s. Recording
blocks consisted of targets preceded by either randomized sequences
of standards or by sequences including a three-standard predictive
sequence. The predictive sequence always consisted of the three stan-
dards of triangles facing left, up and right, always in that order. Each
block consisted of 6 different randomized sequences of standards (3–8
standards long) preceding the target; and 6 sequences of standards
(3–8 standards long) with a predictive sequence preceding the target
in each (see Fig. 1). Each recording session comprised 14 different
blocks, presented in randomized order. A single sequence of trials ap-
peared on the right or left hemiﬁeld in a randomized order within
each block. Blocks were counterbalanced such that there were equalFig. 1. Examples of a predictable (top) and unpredictable sequence (bottom) of the three
standards S1, S2 and S3, preceded by the target (T). The predictive sequence is always S1
followed by S2 and then S3. Subjects respond to targets. Stimuli are presented to the left or
right visual ﬁeld. Inter-trial intervals, including duration of stimulus presentation
(150 ms) are displayed.numbers of stimuli presented to the right and left visual hemiﬁelds,
across the blocks. The predictive sequence was always followed by a
target. Subjects performed a brief training session to ensure that they
were able to detect the target accurately. Subjects were then shown
the predictive sequence and were told that it would be a 100% predic-
tive of a target, but that targets would also appear randomly throughout
the block. Subjects were asked to press a button each time a target was
presented and to attend to the predictive sequence. Subjects then per-
formed a brief training session to ensure that they were conﬁdent in
the detection of the predictive sequence, as well as the targets, before
the recording session began. Stimulus presentation was controlled
using E-prime (Psychology Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, USA).
2.3. Data acquisition
EEG was recorded from a 64 electrode array using the ActiveTwo
system (Biosemi, The Netherlands). External electrodes above and
below the right eye monitored vertical eye movements and electrodes
placed laterally to the left and right eyes monitored horizontal eye
movements. Signals were ampliﬁed and digitized at 512 Hz. All chan-
nels were re-referenced to averaged linked earlobes.
2.4. EEG preprocessing
Blink artifacts were detected using ICA (64 EEG electrodes were in-
cluded), and the component identiﬁed as a blink was removed using
the linear derivation function in Brain Vision Analyzer. Epochs contain-
ingmisses (no button press 150–1150ms post-stimulus onset) and eye
saccades were excluded from further analysis. EEG epochs with ampli-
tude of more than 75 μV at any electrode were excluded (performed
using Brain Vision Analyzer version 1.05, Brain Products GmbH,
Germany).
2.5. Behavioral analysis
Reaction times were calculated by averaging correct trials for pre-
dictable and unpredictable targets in each subject. Misses (no button
press 150–1150 ms post-stimulus onset) were excluded from reaction
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Software Tools, Inc., Pittsburgh, USA). Analysis of variance (ANOVA)
was performed with the Greenhouse–Geisser correction, followed by
post-hoc parametric paired t-tests.
2.6. Dynamic causal modeling
We used standard DCM for ERP as implemented in SPM12 (Litvak
et al., 2013). DCM for ERP uses a forward model based upon distributed
sources that are coupled with extrinsic (between source) and intrinsic
(within source) connections. Each source comprises several popula-
tions, each modeled with a pair of ordinary differential equations
(according to the classic Jansen and Rit, 1995). The particular source
model used here was the canonical microcircuit model (CMC, Bastos
et al., 2012). This features four populations per source (spiny stellate
cells, superﬁcial pyramidal cells, inhibitory interneurons and deep
pyramidal cells). The lamina speciﬁcity of forward and backward
connections has been described elsewhere and – with the intrinsic
connectivity – conforms to known anatomical and physiological con-
straints on neuronal circuitry (see Boly et al., 2011; Brown et al.,
2011 for previous applications and a full description). In brief, for-
ward connections arise from superﬁcial pyramidal cells and target
spiny stellate cells; whereas backward connections arise from deep
pyramidal cells and target superﬁcial pyramidal cells and inhibitory
interneurons.
We were particularly interested in changes in backward and intrin-
sic (recurrent) connections. To this end, we use Bayesian model com-
parison (BMC) to ask whether the main effect of group was expressed
in extrinsic forward connectivity, backward connectivity or both. To
assess the group by condition interaction, we asked whether changes
in intrinsic (recurrent) connectivity were evident in control subjects,
schizophrenia subjects or both. To assess the evidence for each model,
we used a series of dynamic causal models based upon the same
underlying sources and connectivity architecture that was speciﬁed as
follows.PC
IT
V5
V1
Fig. 2. Source locations modeled as small cortical patches (left panel) include: a midline visua
inferotemporal sources (IT) and bilateral superior parietal sources (PC). The distributed netwo
to V5 that then send backward connections to V1 (black lines); reciprocal forward connection2.7. Data feature and source speciﬁcation
We elected to address our hypothesis using condition-speciﬁc grand
average responses over all subjects within each group. This allowed us
to directly test for the effect of group – and the effects of condition
within each group – using Bayesian model comparison. Intuitively,
this is like treating the grand averages as four different cells of a two-
way factorial design with two factors (control versus schizophrenia
and predictable versus unpredictable). To identify plausible sources
we used a distributed source reconstruction (using all four grand aver-
ages) based onmultiple sparse priors (with default settings as described
in Litvak et al., 2011).
The grand average data were bandpass ﬁltered between 2 and
32 Hz and windowed from 0 to 800 ms of peristimulus time. We used
a canonical lead ﬁeld based upon the standard MRI template and
a boundary element model as implemented by default in SPM12
(Mattout et al., 2007). After source reconstruction, we then quantiﬁed
the power of evoked responses (over all frequencies and peristimulus
time) to produce the maximum intensity projection in Fig. 2. On the
basis of this reconstruction, we identiﬁed seven sources corresponding
(roughly) to maxima in the reconstruction (Fig. 2, right panel)., includ-
ing V1, right and left V5, right and left inferotemporal sources (IT) and
bilateral superior parietal sources (PC).
Exogenous (stimulus related) input was modeled as Gaussian func-
tions centered at 180 and 240 ms (with a standard deviation of 16 and
32 ms). These two input components were delivered to V1 (via the
lateral geniculate) and PC to model extra-geniculate input or later
(recognition-related) inputs from unmodeled sources. The ensuing
models were optimized to explain that the observed ERP is at the scalp
level by adjusting their connectivity parameters in the usual way —
this is known asmodel inversion orﬁtting. The products of this inversion
are posterior estimates of the coupling strength and the evidence or
marginal likelihood for each model. For all DCM inversions, we used
data from 100 to 600 ms of peristimulus time (to cover visually evoked
responses). To de-noise the data and improve computational efﬁcacy,V5 V5
V1
IT IT
PCPC
Visual input
Prefrontal input
l source (V1), right and left sources near the temporoparietal junction (V5), right and left
rk connecting these sources (right panel) include top-down connections from PC and IT
s (red lines); and intrinsic connections for each source (black loops).
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Finally, our sources were modeled as small cortical patches – centered
on the source locations in Fig. 2 – as described previously (Daunizeau
et al., 2006). The vertices of these localized sources used the same lead
ﬁelds as in the source reconstruction above.
2.8. Model space and Bayesian model comparison
We estimated a full model inwhich all extrinsic (forwards and back-
wards) and intrinsic connections could differ in a generic way between
thenormal and schizophrenic responses. However, since our hypothesis
centered on the backwards and intrinsic connections that target super-
ﬁcial pyramidal cells (Friston, 2008; Bastos et al., 2012), we restricted
differences between predictable and unpredictable conditions to intrin-
sic connections that are thought tomediate gain control. This enabledus
to ask whether there were any differences between normal and schizo-
phrenia subjects (averaged over conditions) and whether condition
speciﬁc differences in the intrinsic connectivity of both groupswas nec-
essary to explain observed responses. To answer these questions we
used Bayesianmodel comparison based upon (a variational free energy)
approximation to log evidence provided by model inversion (Friston
and Penny, 2011).
Having identiﬁed the model with the greatest evidence – for the
main effects of group and the simple main effects of condition – we
then examined the posterior estimates of the effective connectivity
under this model (Friston and Penny, 2011). This allowed us to charac-
terize the effects quantitatively and to interpret them in computational
(predictive coding) terms and in relation to the pathophysiology of
schizophrenia.
3. Results
3.1. Behavioral results
To compare the reaction times (RT) for the targets between
schizophrenia patients (SZ) and controls, we performed an ANOVA
with group (SZ patients, controls) as the between-subject factor
and condition (predictable, unpredictable targets) as the repeated
measures factor. There was a main effect for condition (F(1,60) =
147.36, p b .0001) and a signiﬁcant condition x group interaction
(F(1,60)= 87.75, p b .0001). Post hoc t-tests showed that in controls
RTs for predictable targets (mean RT = 298 ± 17 ms) were shorter
than those for unpredictable targets (mean RT = 442 ± 13 ms,
t(29) = 10.8, p b .0001). In the SZ patients, RTs for predictable tar-
gets (mean RT= 449± 14ms) were also shorter than unpredictable
targets (mean RT=467± 14ms, t(31)= 5.39, p b .0001). However,
independent t-tests revealed that the difference in RT between target
conditions was signiﬁcantly larger in controls (mean RT difference =
144 ± 13 ms) compared to SZ patients (mean RT difference = 19 ±
4 ms, t(60) = 9.37, p b .0001). In addition, RTs for predictable
targets were shorter in controls compared to patients (t(60) = 6.97,
p b .0001), while RTs for unpredictable targets were not signiﬁcantly
different between patients and controls (t(60) = 1.33, p = 0.19).
3.2. Models and sources
We identiﬁed seven sources corresponding (roughly) to maxima in
the source reconstruction of electroencephalographic (ERP) responses
to visual targets, following predictive and nonpredictive sequences
(Fig. 2, left panel). These sources included a midline visual source
(V1), right and left sources near the temporoparietal junction (V5),
right and left inferotemporal sources (IT) and bilateral superior parietal
sources (PC). The temporal and parietal sources sent top-down connec-
tions to the extrastriate (V5) sources that then sent backward connec-
tions to the V1 source. These backward connections were reciprocatedby extrinsic forward connections to produce a simple visual hierarchy.
This distributed network or hierarchy is shown in Fig. 2 (right panel).
Fig. 3 shows that the coupling estimates were able to reproduce the
observed ERP responses. The left panels show butterﬂy plots comparing
the predicted and observed ERPs over all channels, for each of the four
grand average responses (predictable and unpredictable in normal
and schizophrenia subjects). The same data and predictions are shown
in the right panels, in terms of the spatial modes used during model
inversion. The ﬁrst and thirdmodes reveal the differences between pre-
dictable and unpredictable conditions. One can see a pronounced differ-
ence in normal subjects (compare red and blue traces) that is expressed
both in terms of a greater latency and amplitude of response compo-
nents around 300 to 400ms. Crucially this difference is markedly atten-
uated in the responses of schizophrenia patients (green and magenta).
The model used to produce these predictions, involved group and
condition speciﬁc changes in extrinsic and intrinsic connections. This
full model gave the best explanation for the effect of group (normal ver-
sus schizophrenia), condition (predictable versus unpredictable) and
their interaction. This is important because it suggests that in addition
to amain effect of schizophrenia on the ERPs, therewas a differential ef-
fect of predictability between control and schizophrenia subjects.
3.3. Schizophrenia vs. controls
Fig. 4 (left panel) shows the results of Bayesian model comparison
(BMC), testing for differences in extrinsic connections between control
and schizophrenia subjects (relative to a null model with just differ-
ences in intrinsic connectivity). It can be seen that the model with
both forward and backward differences has substantially more evi-
dence, with a log Bayes factor (log evidence difference) of over ten. A
difference in log evidence of three is generally taken to be signiﬁcant be-
cause this suggests an odds ratio of about one in 20, or one in exp(3).
The second best model allows for differences in backward connections
but not forward connectivity. This model ranking is consistent with
the posterior estimates of neuronal coupling shown in Fig. 5 (upper
left panel). These estimates are shown in image format as a connectivity
matrix of posterior expectations (or maximum a posteriori – MAP –
estimates). The model selection suggests that connectivity in schizo-
phrenia patients is greater than normal subjects, and that these differ-
ences are more marked in the backward, relative to the forward,
connections. In fact, the middle panel (showing MAP estimates of free
extrinsic connection parameters and their 90% posterior conﬁdence in-
tervals) shows that nearly every connection is greater in schizophrenia
and that the greatest differences are in the backward connections from
(right) inferotemporal sources (IT) to the temporoparietal junction
(V5) and from V5 to the early visual source (V1).
3.4. Effects of predictability in control subjects
Fig. 4 shows the BMC results for the effects of condition (predicted
vs. unpredictable) in terms of models that allowed for changes in
intrinsic connectivity. Here, the model with changes in recurrent self-
inhibition of superﬁcial pyramidal cells in both control and schizophre-
nia subjects supervenes (again, with a log Bayes factor of over ten).
Interestingly, the (second best) model that includes difference in, and
only in, controls has much more evidence than the converse model
that allows for changes in, and only in, schizophrenia patients. This
suggests that although there are condition-dependent changes in in-
trinsic connectivity in both groups, these changes are more evident in
normal subjects.
Again, this is consistent with the quantitative MAP estimates of cou-
pling in Fig. 5: Here, we show that normal subjects decrease recurrent
inhibition at the highest parietal level of the hierarchy, when outcomes
were predicted. This context-dependent effect is accompanied by a
decrease in self-inhibition in visual (V1 and V5) sources and a
trial 1 (predicted): Cont – predictable target
trial 1 (observed)
trial 2 (predicted): Cont – unpredictable target
trial 2 (observed)
trial 3 (predicted): Schiz- predictable target
trial 3 (observed)
trial 4 (predicted): Schiz- unpredictable target
trial 4 (observed)
Fig. 3. Plots comparing the predicted and observed ERPs over all channels, for each of the four grand average responses (left panel) including: Controls-predictable targets (1), Controls-
unpredictable targets (2), Schizophrenia-predictable targets (3), and Schizophrenia-unpredictable targets (4). Principal spatialmodes 1 and 3 (left panel) show a pronounceddifference in
the evoked responses of normal subjects to predictable and unpredictable targets (compare red and blue traces) around 300 to 400ms, while this difference ismarkedly attenuated in the
schizophrenia patients (green and magenta).
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Fig. 4. Bayesianmodel comparison (BMC) testing for differences in extrinsic connections between controls and schizophrenia patients (left panel) and for changes in intrinsic connectivity
between predictable and unpredictable target conditions (right panel). The model with both forward and backward differences shows the greatest evidence.
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temporoparietal junction (RV5, LV5), inferotemporal sources (RIT, LIT) and superior parietal sources (RPC, LPC). Changes in schizophrenia vs. controls (left panel) are in both extrinsic
and intrinsic connections, while changes due to predictability in control subjects (right panel) and schizophrenia patients (left panel) are limited to intrinsic connections (the gray
scale is arbitrary— see lower panels for quantitative results). Middle panel displays MAP estimates of free (log scaling of) extrinsic connection parameters and their 90% posterior conﬁ-
dence intervals, for schizophrenia patients comparedwith controls, for backward and forward connections. The 6 extrinsic connections are between: 1— V1 and LV5, 2— V1 and RV5, 3—
LV5 and LIT, 4 — RV5 and RIT, 5 — LIT and LPC, and 6 — RIT and RPC. Lower panel displays MAP estimates of (log scaling of) intrinsic connection parameters and their 90% posterior
conﬁdence intervals, for predictable versus unpredictable targets, across patients and controls.
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context-sensitive modulatory responses were seen only in controls.3.5. Effects of predictability in schizophrenia patients
Fig. 5 (lower panel) shows that the changes in self-inhibition associ-
ated with predicted stimuli are markedly attenuated in the schizo-
phrenic responses. In every source, the magnitude of the modulatory
response is nearly an order of magnitude less than in normal subjects.
Furthermore, there is even a suggestion of a reversal of the bias toward
bottom-up processing of predicted stimuli — with a slight increase in
self inhibition (decrease in precision) in V1.4. Discussion
The main ﬁndings of the study are two-fold. First, we show that the
backward connectivity in schizophrenia patients is greater than normal
subjects during target detection, with greatest differences in the back-
ward connections from (right) inferotemporal sources (IT) to the
temporoparietal junction (V5) and from V5 to the early visual source
(V1). These coupling differences suggest an increased sensitivity of the
neuronal targets (superﬁcial pyramidal cell populations and inhibitory
interneurons), speaking to an abnormal gain control of neurons in su-
perﬁcial layers. These ﬁndings support the proposed role of abnormal
modulation of synaptic efﬁcacy in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia
(Friston and Frith, 1995; Friston, 1998; Stephan et al., 2006). Our
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connectivity in schizophrenia during the performance of cognitive tasks
(Dima et al., 2010; Fogelson et al., 2013).
Second, we show that not only do schizophrenia subjects have ab-
normal connectivity but that they fail to adjust or optimize this connec-
tivitywhen events can be predicted. Thus, context-dependent effects on
recurrent inhibition observed in normal subjects are attenuated in
schizophrenia patients. These ﬁndings are supported by behavioral
and ERP results, replicating earlier ﬁndings (Fogelson et al., 2011),
showing an attenuation of the differences in RT and P3b latency be-
tween predictive and unpredictable targets, as well as a speciﬁc prolon-
gation of these measures for predicted (but not for unpredictable)
targets in schizophrenia patients compared with controls. In normal
subjects, during processing of predicted targets, recurrent self inhibition
decreases at the highest parietal level of the hierarchy (PC) and in visual
(V1 and V5) sources, compared with unpredictable targets. This de-
crease is accompanied by a complementary increase in inferotemporal
sources. The parietal lobes are involved in voluntary selection of atten-
tion (Posner et al., 1984; Corbetta et al., 2000), while inferotemporal
cortex is associated with high-level stimulus categorization and task-
relevant visual representation (Schendan and Stern, 2008; Woloszyn
and Sheinberg, 2009). Thus, the observed effects suggest an adaptive
increase in the precision of – or conﬁdence in – high-level expectations
that provide top-down predictions. These effects are consistent with an
attentional selection of visual processing pathways that assigns greater
precision to (predictable) visual input and renders high-level categori-
zation (in the inferotemporal sources)more sensitive to bottomup sen-
sory inﬂuences. In terms of predictive coding, this enables bottom-up
prediction errors to inform high-level expectations more efﬁciently.
Prediction errors throughout the hierarchy are then resolved more
quickly — providing a computational explanation for the reduced
latency of late (endogenous) evoked responses when visual input is
predicted. Crucially, these context-sensitive modulatory responses
weremarkedly attenuated in the schizophrenia patients, across parietal,
inferotemporal and visual cortical sources, suggesting a failure of
modulation of recurrent inhibitory connections. This is in line with
theories implicating GABAergic neurotransmission in the neuro-
modulatory abnormalities of schizophrenia (Benes and Berretta, 2001;
Wassef et al., 2003; Coyle, 2004; Lewis et al., 2004), such as impaired ac-
tivation of GABAergic interneurons (Adams et al., 2013). Notice here,
that the effective connectivity subsumes polysynaptic coupling and –
in particular – recurrent inhibitory connections among (excitatory)
pyramidal cells involve polysynaptic connections through inhibitory
interneurons, which play a key role in canonical microcircuit models
of predictive coding (Bastos et al., 2012). Computationally – in terms
of predictive coding – this ﬁts with abnormalities in attributing an
appropriate degree of conﬁdence or precision to various levels of repre-
sentations in hierarchical (Bayesian) perceptual inference (Corlett et al.,
2011; Adams et al., 2012, 2013). Thus, the abnormal modulation that
was observed in the schizophrenia patients during processing of pre-
dicted targets may be explained in terms of abnormalities in the preci-
sion or conﬁdence ascribed to predictions and sensory input at various
cortical levels of the visual hierarchy. These ﬁndings give further sup-
port to the proposition that schizophrenia is a disorder of functional
connectivity (Friston and Frith, 1995) and precision encoding (Adams
et al., 2013).
In conclusion, we have used a biophysically informed model of
visually evoked responses in normal and schizophrenia subjects to
quantify the differences in coupling within and between cortical
sources. We found evidence for marked differences between normal
and schizophrenia subjects that were expressed predominantly in
backwards connections from higher hierarchical levels to lower levels.
However, our key ﬁnding was that schizophrenia patients had a
markedly attenuated differential response to stimuli that could and
could not be predicted on the basis of preceding stimuli. Dynamic
causal modeling of these responses suggest that these attenuateddifferences (c.f., classical P3b updating differences) can be explained
in terms of a failure to adjust or modulate the sensitivity of neurons
responsible for passing sensory information (prediction errors) up
the visual cortical hierarchy. In other words, normal subjects appear
to exploit the predictability inherent in the sequence to endow predict-
ed visual input (early visual prediction errors) with greater precision,
leading to a more efﬁcient resolution of uncertainty about the causes
of that input. However –according to our results – schizophrenia sub-
jects fail to exploit predictability in this context-dependent fashion
and process predictable and unpredictable stimuli as if they were the
same. This is consistent with an abnormality of neuromodulation, or
its top-down control, that might underlie false inference — and is con-
sistent with the neuropathology and pathophysiology of schizophrenia.
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